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Outline of the talk

1. Motivation from experimental data:  “anomalous metal”  behavior near SMT
    and the issue of  para-conductivity  at  very low  T
2. Theoretical model:  2D metal with potential disorder and spatial fluctuations
     of the Cooper attraction constant  (r)
3.  Anderson localization of superconducting modes: emergent SC grains
4.  Interaction between emergent grains: strong-disorder RG
5.  Strange metal as a Griffiths phase:  large T-independent conductivity



Classical results (since 1980's)
• No metal state in 2D due to Anderson localization:

Abrahams, Anderson, Liccardello & Thouless

Gor'kov,Larkin & Khmelnitskii

• Direct transition between superconducting 

and insulating states, with a metal as a critical 
point only

M.P.A.Fisher

However, experimental data of quite
different kind were collected in 
quite a large amount 



Quite a number of  various data for  large, but
T-independent conductivity  at lowest temperatures

With magnetic field and without magnetic field 



Few examples:





 Important
 counter
 example



Standard scaling scenario for SMT at  T=0Standard scaling scenario for SMT at  T=0

What is known on the theory side ?

 No conductivity enhancement near SMT 



         2. Theoretical model:  

frozen disorder in the Cooper constant



Cooper constant inhomogeneityCooper constant inhomogeneity





Major  conclusion:  near SMT  emergent granularity is a  strong effect

Skvortsov,Feigelman
Phys.Rev.Lett. 2005



Suppression of Cooper pairingSuppression of Cooper pairing

Cooperon suppression factor
due to fluctuating electric field

w
q
 obeys RG equation

Its solution is



Randomness of the Cooper pairingRandomness of the Cooper pairing

In presence of disorder and
non-zero frequency:



Superconducting propagatorSuperconducting propagator

Very small  DoS  at  low  E  and small  
g

No localized Lifshits  tails at small disorder



Similar problem treated  earlierSimilar problem treated  earlier

 =  - d

Under the condition weak  disorder is irrelevant 
near the band  edge



3. Anderson localization near the band edge:
        emergent superconducting islands



Randomness of the Cooper pairingRandomness of the Cooper pairing

In presence of disorder and
non-zero frequency:



Superconducting propagator:   DoS Superconducting propagator:   DoS 

Dashed lines:  self-consistent Born appr.

DoS in the tail:



Superconducting propagator:   Superconducting propagator:   
eigenfunctionseigenfunctions



Localized emergent superconducting  islands:
breakdown of the  T=0  scaling theory for SMT 

A spatial  length scale  comes in 
 as island's localization length



Localized SC islands Localized SC islands 

Quadratic action (diagonalized)

ln()



Localized SC islands:  dynamicsLocalized SC islands:  dynamics

Correlation time ~

Andreev conductance

>> 1



Localized SC islands:  Localized SC islands:  
distribution of relaxation ratesdistribution of relaxation rates

Relaxation rate

0 < < 1 Average correlation time is finite

but its dispersion diverges 

Power-law distribution is indicative for possible Griffiths  phase

Andreev conductance

??



4.   Interaction between phases of different islands
      and  strong-disorder renormalization group 



Interaction of the  modesInteraction of the  modes

Interaction between localized modes via propagator of delocalized modes

=



Interaction of localized modesInteraction of localized modes

Fourrier – space interaction 

Localized islands with pair interaction in the real space

Islands are distributed at random over the plane, 
thus   J

nm
 = J(r

nm
)  fluctuate strongly

Single-island relaxation rates also fluctuate 
strongly between the islands:

Strong-disorder RG



Strong-disorder RG approach

Initially developed for  disordered quantum Ising chain in transverse field

Recent reviews: 

Most relevant previous publication:



Strong-disorder RG approach: major idea

Multiplicative  renormalization is the key starting point of SDRG

SDRG is the method to exclude (step by step)  strongest  interaction
terms in the Hamiltonian, and keep track of the statistics of remaining
lower-energy  terms

Minimal energy scale of this RG  is   
min

 = T > 0



Strong-disorder RG equations

Convenient  representation of the energy variables  

    is the current 
 upper energy scale

“RG time” evolution  variable

  Anzats
for the
PDFs

These two equations are
formally equivalent to the
Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless
RG for  2D XY model



Strong-disorder RG:  the solution

1st integral: 

near the critical point
Single  RG equation:

  

Line of fixed points  -
Griffiths metal phase

Largest strongly coupled clusters



Strong-disorder RG:   solution 
  for  the superconducting state 

This solution describes 
strongly inhomogeneous 
superconducting state
with a small energy gap



      5.  Low-T conductivity of the 
Griffiths phase:  “strange metal”

SDRG  evolution stops at  the lowest energy scale ~  T
The resulting distribution functions are: 

 > 2

Thermal contribution to the relaxation rate should be added:


tot

 =  + 2T/G
a
 

Effective
Andreev
conductance

Large fractal
clusters of SC 
islands



Typical size of largest clusters

L

Number of islands 
within cluster of size L

n(L) ~ log2(L)

EPL 107, 47008 (2014)

Number of islands in  largest clusters  n

 ~ 1/

Effective Andreev conductance of  largest clusters
  (in units of   4e2/h )

G

 ~ G

0
 n


 ~ 1/  



Aslamazov-Larkin  paraconductivity
         near T=0   in 2D system

Typical energy of 
superconducting 
fluctuations

Longest correlation time

t

(T) ~      G


   

No T-dependence

Divergence upon
approach to SMT
at   0



Conclusions

1.  Usual scaling theory of the quantum  SMT breaks
     down  when  spatial disorder in the Cooper
     coupling  r  exceeds some critical magnitude

2.  Proximity coupling  between  spontaneously
     formed SC islands  can be described by 
     Strong-Disorder RG

3.  “Strange metal”  phase  in the vicinity of the SMT can 
      be represented  as  a line of the SDRG fixed points

4.  Conductivity of this  “strange metal”  is 
     T – independent  but  diverges upon approach
      to the critical point  of SM transition
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